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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?

This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

Yuck! said the Yak Early Reader

ISBN: 978-1-84886-176-3
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99

One day a yak comes to visit Alfie’s home. Alfie attempts to
be a good host and offers the Yak something to eat, but
eveything Alfie suggests is met with a loud ‘Yuck!’. He
offers him many tasty treats, but the yak refuses them all.

Alex English & Emma Levey

This Activity Pack is for:
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Colour Me In!
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Fill in the Gaps
Can you remember the words from the story?

1. A          yak came to stay today.

big           rude hungry

2. “        !” said the yak. 

Yuck   Duck Muck

3. “Or             jelly with chocolate ice cream!”

chocolate          apple strawberry

4. Then Alfie threw down his                 and his cup. 

cheese   plate          eggs

5. “Yaks only like          !”

toast  grass cake

6. “        !” said Alfie. 

Yes  Yak Yuck

Tip: 
If you can’t remember

which word is the right one,
have another read of the

story to see if you can 
spot it!
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Fill in a Letter
What is the missing letter?

1. “Would you like some to    st and jam?”

s a e

2. “Tr    eggs!” said Alfie.

w i y

3. But the ya    said, “YUCK!”

k c t

4. He went in the ki    chen, and he made... a CAKE!

n t r

5. “You’re a     ERY rude yak!” he said.

B G V

6. “Would you like to try a smal    bite?”

l e s

Tip:
If you get stuck, 

sound out the letters and see
which one makes a word.
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Word Search

Alfie

cake

cheese

eggs

grass

peas

Words:
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strawberry

yak

yuck
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 wordsearch. 10-square. grid words laid out across-and-down. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  d
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Answers
Fill in the gaps:
1. hungry

2. Yuck

3. strawberry

4. plate

5. grass

6. Yuck

Fill in a letter:
1. a

2. y

3. k

4. t

5. V

6. l

Wordsearch:
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